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The intersection of cords and tangents with the curve 1” = A” t X is exploited to 
locate additional lattice points and to define the Thue rank of the curve. 
A classical result due to Axe1 Thue shows that the number of lattice points 
(i.e., points with integral coordinates) on the curve Y2 =X3 + k (k an 
integer) is finite. Let N(k) be the number of symmetric pairs, (X, kY> = 
{(X, Y), (X, -Y)), of lattice points on Y2 =X3 + k. The tangent to a pair 
(X, *Y) of points on the curve is a pair, (*It) = (t, -t), of lines with t 
tangent to the curve at (X. Y) and -t tangent to the curve at (X. -Y). The 
cord between the pair (X, , f Y,) on the curve and the pair (X2, i Yz) on the 
curve is a quadruple. (it,, ft,) = (t,, +, , t,, -t2}, of lines with t, 
connecting (X,, Y,) and (X1, Y?), -t, connecting (X, , -Y,) and (X,, -Y?), 
t2 connecting (X, , Yr ) and (X2, -Yz), and -t, connecting (X, , -Y,) and 
(XI, Yz). A symmetric pair, (X, f Y), of points on the curve Y2 = X3 + k is 
said to be on the tangent (it) if and only if (X, Y) is on one of the lines t or 
-t and (X, -Y) is on the other. The pair (X. k Y) is on the cord (+t, , l t2) 
just in case for i = 1 or i = 2, (X, Y) is on one of tj or -tj and (X, -Y) is on 
the other. For a set S of pairs of points on the curve, let S’ = ((X. +Y) 1 
(X, *Y) is on a tangent to the curve at a pair in S or on a cord between two 
distinct pairs in S). For such a set S. let S,, = S and for n > 0, let 
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s n+,=SA. Letn,=min(n]S,=S,+, }. Then define the closure S of S to be 
s “0’ 
EXAMPLE. For the curve Y* =X3 + 17, N(17) = 8, since the symmetric 
pairs P, = (-2. *3), P, = (-1, &4), P, = (2, *5). P, = (4, *9), P, = 
(8, f23), P, = (43, *282), P, = (52, f375), and P, = (5234, f378661) are 
all of the lattice points on the curve [ 21. 
The tangent to (-2, +3) is (Y = 2X + 7) and the pairs (-2, k3) and 
(8. k23) are on this tangent. The cord between (-2, &3) and (-1, 14) is 
(Y = iX f 5, Y= r7X =F 11). The pairs (-2, *3), (-1, *4), (4, ,t9), and 
(52. 1375) are on this cord. 
Let S = (P,, P,, Pz). Then, as the reader may verify, S, = S, 
s, +wJvLp,J?~~ and S,= S, u{P,. P,}. Thus, in this case, S 
contains all the pairs of lattice points on the curve. 
Let the Thue rank, T(k), of the curve Y* =X3 + k be defined to be the 
smallest integer n with the property that there is a set of S, of cardinality n, 
of symmetric pairs of lattice points on the curve, such that Scontains all the 
pairs of lattice points on the curve. Thus, as an example, T( 17) = 3. 
The tables below are based on the tables found in [2]. The first table 
below records the values of k, N(k), and T(k) for those values of k between 
-100 and 100 for which N(k) is exactly known and at least 2. 
k N 
-16 2 
-48 2 
-11 2 
-4 2 
I 3 
8 4 
9 5 
12 2 
k N 
15 2 
17 8 
24 4 
28 2 
36 4 
37 3 
44 2 
57 3 
T k N 
2 63 2 
3 64 3 
3 65 4 
1 68 2 
2 73 6 
3 80 4 
1 89 4 
2 100 6 
The next table provides information for those k between -100 and 100 for 
which N(k) is not exactly known. N’(k) provides a lower bound for h’(k) and 
T’(k) is the Thue rank computed on the assumption that N(k) = N’(k). 
k N’ T k N’ T’ 
-100 3 1 -47 3 2 
-63 2 1 -39 3 2 
-60 2 1 -28 3 1 
-55 2 1 -26 2 2 
-53 2 2 -7 2 1 
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These tangents and cords can be used for locating lattice points on the 
curve Y2 =X3 + k. First formulae are needed for determining the inter- 
sections of the tangents and cords with the curve. The tangent Y = mX + b to 
Y2 = X3 t k at (X,, Y,) has slope m = 3Xf/2Y, and intercept b = Y, - mX,. 
If the tangent meets the curve at (X, , Y,) and (X,, YJ, then X, and X2 are 
zeros of (mX + b)’ =X” + k with X, being a double zero. Hence 
2X, +X2 = tn’. Therefore for the tangent at (X,, Y,): 
3x; 
In =2y, 
Xz=m’-2X,. 
Yz=m(Xz-X,)tY,. 
The cord Y = mX + b to Y’ =X’ + k between (X,, Y,) and (X2, Y2) has 
slope m = (Y, - Y,)/(X, - X,). If (X, , Y,), (X,, Y2), and (X,, Y3) are where 
the cord intersects the curve, then X,, X2. and X, are the zeros of 
(mX t b)’ =X3 t k. Hence, X, + XZ +X, = tn’. Therefore for the cord 
between (X,, Y,) and (X1, Y?): 
Yz- Y, 
In=X,- 
Xz=m’-X,-X?, 
Y,=m(X,-X,)+ Y,. 
EXAMPLE. From 13 1, it is known that N’(255) = 13. It is easy to 
discover that P, = (-5. *lo), P, = (0. *15), and P, = (10, k35) are on the 
curve. The table below records the use of cords to discover an additional 10 
pairs of lattice points on Y’ =X” $ 225. 
x, y , X2 Y2 
P, P, -5 10 0 15 
P, P, -5 -10 0 15 
p, p, -5 -10 10 35 
p, p, 10 -35 30 165 
P, P, -5 10 60 465 
P2 P, 0 -15 -6 3 
P, P, 30 -165 15 60 
p, p, 10 -35 15 60 
P, P, 6 -21 4 17 
P,,P,, 336 -6159 351 6576 
tn 
1 
5 
10 
-3 
-15 
19 
--19 
849 
y .l 
6 It21 p, 
30 t165 p, 
4 117 p, 
60 +465 p, 
-6 It3 p, 
15 160 p, 
180 f2415 p,,, 
336 zk-6159 pi, 
351 16576 PI2 
720114 1611085363 P,, 
X, 
p, p2 -10 
p, p2 -10 
p, p3 -10 
P,P, -1 
p,p, -10 
P,P, -5 
P,P,, -10 
P,P, 10 
p,p, -1 
p,p,,, -1 
p,p,, 40 
PIP,” -5 
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Also from [3], N’(1025) = 16. Inspection shows that P, = (-10, *5), 
P, = (-5, *30), and P, = (-1, k32) are on the curve. The tangent at 
(-10,5) has slope m = 30, which shows that the pair P, = (920, &27905) of 
points is also on Y2 = X3 + 1025. The remaining 12 pairs of lattice points on 
the curve can be found through the computation of cords. 
y , x2 y2 m x3 
-5 30 5 40 
-5 30 7 64 
-1 32 3 20 
40 255 7 10 
10 45 2 4 
10 45 1 -4 
-4 31 6 50 
4 33 -13 155 
4 33 13 166 
-4 31 -21 446 
50 355 61 363 1 
-4 31 61 3730 
y3 
5 
-5 
5 
-32 
5 
30 
-5 
-45 
-32 
-32 
-255 
-30 
1255 p, 
*513 P, 
*95 p, 
f45 p, 
133 p, 
*31 PI,, 
1355 PI, 
*1930 PI? 
*2139 P,, 
f9419 P,, 
5218796 P,, 
k277805 P,, 
The following proposition is sometimes useful in the search for cords 
which intersect the curve at three lattice points. 
PROPOSITION. Let (X,, Y,) and (X2, Yz) be two lattice points on the 
curve Y* =X’ + k. If X2 -X, is a prime (or *l), then either the cord 
through (X,, Y,) and (X2, Y2) or the cord through (X,, Y,) and (X2. -Yz) 
cuts the curve at a third lattice point. 
Proof. It is enough to show that the slope of the cord is an integer. 
Since Yf =X: + k, Y: =X: + k, and Y: - Y: =X; - Xf = (X1 -X,)(X; + 
X2X, + Xt), it follows that either (Yz - Y,)/(X> -X,) or ( Yz + Y,)/ 
(X1 -X,) is an integer. 
Problems. Is there an integer n such that for all integers k, if N(k) > II, 
then T(k) < N(k)? The tables for -lOO<k< 100 suggest n=:3 as a 
possibility, especially for positive k. 
Is it the case that for all positive integers n, there is an integer k such that 
N(k) = n? The tables in 121 and (3 1 and the next proposition give some 
indication that the answer is yes. 
PROPOSITION. For all positive integers n, there is an integer k such that 
N(k) > n. 
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ProoJ: A theorem of Lutz can be used to show that. for example, on the 
curve Y2 =X3 + 17 there are infinitely many points with both coordinates 
rational 14 I. Choose n of these rational points on the curve: P,, PI,..., P,,. 
For each Pi there are integers pi, qi, and ri such that Pi = (pi/q:, ri/qf) 11, 
p. 651. Let M be the product of qf, q; ,..., 4:. Then k can be taken to be 17M. 
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